Server Backup for
Every Environment

The #1 Backup and Disaster Recovery
Software for Windows Servers.

Swift, Secure
Backup

Rapid Restore
& Recovery

Physical &
Virtual

Onsite &
Cloud

Restore anything
from individual files
to whole systems,
even from bare metal.

Advanced tools for
protecting both
Physical & Hyper-V
Servers.

Backup your data
onsite, or to a public
or private cloud
destination.

Pick Your
Media

Advanced
Tools

Modular
Software

Product of
Choice

Local, NAS, iSCSI,
External Disk, RDX,
Tape, Public and
Private Cloud.

Rapid VM Recovery,
Granular Restore,
Bootable Backups,
Dedupe, and more!

Only buy the backup
tools you need, not the
whole kit, saving you
money.

Used by NASA, Volvo,
Cessna, MIT, Stanford,
and others! Customers
in over 146 countries.

Backup your files,
folders, apps,
databases, systems,
and more.
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BackupAssist:
Our Products
What does
BackupAssist 10
have to offer you?

BackupAssist
10

Our flagship product. Software for Windows
Server backup and disaster recovery. Perform
reliable image backups, recover anything from
whole systems to individual files and folders.

Cloud Backup
Add-on

Offsite your files safely on public or private cloud.
Comes with amazing features like Deduplication,
“No Knowledge” encryption, and interruption
safeguards.

Hyper-V
Advanced Add-on

Advanced tools for protecting and restoring
your Hyper-V data. Perform instant recovery of
Hyper-V Guests, granularly restore data from
guests, and more.

Exchange
Granular Add-on

Easily and precisely restore any lost mail data,
from e-mails, contacts, attachments to calendar
data. Directly inject your data back into a live
Exchange Server.

SQL Continuous
Add-on

Nearly eliminate data loss and keep your SQL
Server protected. Get your Recovery Point
Objective down to minutes, and perform point-intime restores.

Tape Archiving
Add-on

Top-level tape support for modern Windows
software like Windows Server 2012/R2 and 2008/
R2, and SBS 2011. Compress and encrypt tape
backups with ease.

Multisite
Manager

Multisite Manager lets you take care of all
your backup installations from a single screen.
Remotely handle deployments, backups, restores
and more with a few clicks.
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